Which Kind of Sentence?

Read each sentence and write the correct punctuation mark at the end.

Hint: A sentence ends with a period (.) when it tells something. A sentence ends with a question mark (?) when it asks something.

1. Did you go to the circus ________ ________
2. We saw a funny clown at the circus ________ ________
3. What color balloon did you get ________ ________
4. I laughed when the dogs jumped through the hoop ________ ________
5. Did you see the elephant stand on a ball ________ ________
6. My sister liked the horses ________ ________
7. The circus tent was big ________ ________
8. Did you eat cotton candy at the circus ________ ________
9. Next time I will wear my jacket ________ ________
10. Are you going to the circus next year ________ ________
Which Kind of Sentence?

Read each sentence and write the correct punctuation mark at the end.

Hint: A sentence ends with a period (.) when it tells something.
      A sentence ends with a question mark (?) when it asks something.

1. Did you go to the circus?
2. We saw a funny clown at the circus.
3. What color balloon did you get?
4. I laughed when the dogs jumped through the hoop.
5. Did you see the elephant stand on a ball?
6. My sister liked the horses.
7. The circus tent was big.
8. Did you eat cotton candy at the circus?
9. Next time I will wear my jacket.
10. Are you going to the circus next year?